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DULUTH---A $21,500 N2.tional Science Foundation rese2rch grant 

has been awarded to Dr. Henry Lepp, UMD professor of geology, for a study 

of the distribution of man ~:J.nese in the Mesabi and Cuyuna iron r anges 

of Minnesota. 

Dr. Lepp is nationally known for his research and writing in 

the field of iron forrrations and as a consultant to mining firms. 

The new project will seek to answer the theoretical question of 

whether the iron minerals presently in taconite are original or whether 

they were all formed from one prinlary iron mineral(ferrous carbonate)o 

The answer could provide a clue as to where to look for manganese 

ores which the U.S. has to import for the production of steel alloys. 

Only the Cuyuna Range has any quantity of manganese but it is of low 

grade and not commercially corr~etitive. 

Dr. Lepp said a designed sampling will be made from drill hole 

cores or exposures of iron formations on both the Mesabi and Cuyuna 

ranges. Data will be assembled and analyzed statistically for :Jcal 

versus regional variations in manganese to iron ratios, differences 

between memb ers of the iron formation, regional trends in manganese 

content, and distribution factors involving manganese. 

A UMD graduate in chemistry and up to three undergraduates in 

geology will be employed as assistants during the two year project. 
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Dr.Lepp received his Bachelor of Science degree from the 

University of Saskatchewan(1944 ) and his Ph.D. from the University of 

Mlnnesota(l954). He ~oined the UMD staff in 1954. 

As a geologist, mi ning engineer and consultant, he has worked 

on various F:!xploration and rrining project s in the 1.8.ke Superior district, 

the Yukon Territory, ~ro!'th1.r,mst Territories; B;~j_tish Coll1_Fbia, Ontario, 

Quebec, French West Afri_ca and Brazil. 

He has publisheJ ten articles in mining and geologic journals 

since 1956. 
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